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Our Mission 

 Development and implementation of efficient 

technologies for the assessment of physical and mental 

health; 

 Development of the human health correction methods; 

 Inclusion these methods into the global network of data 

reception and transmission. 

 



The main fields of Crownscopy 

Crownscopy 

Medicine 

Psychology 

Sports Education 

Innovations: 
social issues, anti-
bacterial effect, 
smart home etc. 



Crownscopy Methods 

 Crownscopy suggests an essentially dynamic method to explore 

objects, based on the analysis of changes in crown discharge over 

time in high-frequency electromagnetic field. 

 The Crownscopy method is a well developed dynamic approach to 

the study of crown images of objects. It is the result of the 

development of various methods of observation and analysis of the 

object luminescence in high-frequency electromagnetic field 

(“Kirlian effect”, and in particular the GDV method) – from static 
images to the dynamic properties of the objects. In other words, this 

is a computer visualisation and analysis of temporal dynamics of the 

“Kirlian effct” of the examined objects. 



Crowngramms 

The fact that the patient can see the luminescence around their fingers raises 

more visual interest and appears a very attractive aspect of the method. 



Crownscopy hardware 

 “Crownscope” is a hardware&software kit 

designed to evaluate psychophysiological, 

adaptive and energy state of the patient 

based on the analysis of the properties of 

optoelectronic emission captured around 

patient’s fingers and face in high-frequency 

electromagnetic field. 

 This kit is a system which helps to visualise 

dynamical distribution of energy flows in the 
medium, and in particular, energy field of the 

patient. The kit also helps to correct the energy 
field based on biological feedback. 



«Energy state» 

 Visualization of human general energy 

state and quantify of this state. There is 

anatomic topography of Mandel-Foll 

represented by projection sectors of 

human organs in this module. 

 



«Energy Distribution» 

 Visualization of energy allocation for 

organs and systems of organs in the 

human body and also its quantify 

assessment. 

 



«Crown Brain 3D» 

Information about main brain centers: 

 Pituitary 

 Hypothalamus 

 Epiphysis 

Also information about lymph dynamics and 

lymph flow in the fields: 

 Paranasal sinuses and the maxilla 

 Mandible 

 Cameras ethmoid bone 



«Adaptation» 

 This module is for human body 

adaptation state assessment. The 

program allows to define how many 

adaptive reserves involved in life 

processes, the processes of 

compensation dysfunction and 

adaptation to different environmental 

conditions. 

 



«Biorythms» 

 This module complements the overall 

picture of the instant human body state 

and presents information about further 

potential changes of physiological, 

mental, emotional and intuitive 

biorhythms. 



«Motivational Analysis» 

 



«Psychoenergy Field 4D» 

 This module is about psycho-emotional 

influence on physic parameters of organs 

and systems of organs.  



«Crown Compatibility» 

 Module is designed to determine the 

nature of collective interactions in a 

group of people, a mutual evaluation 

psychoenergetic influence members of 

the group of people, evaluation of the 

compatibility of energy under the 

influence of external factors, the 

selection of a group of people with the 

greatest energy compatibility 



«Crown BioFeedBack» 

 Relaxation and mobilization, rapid switching of 

attention and concentration, stress relief, increased 
perception and memory, increase the body's 

adaptation reserves. 



Psychological kit 

 This kit is designed for professionals in psychology, 

psychotherapy, practicians in psychology, and life 

coaches. People who want to know more about themselves 

and are engaged in deep work on themselves will benefit 

from using this kit. The kit allows assessing mutual influence of 

groups of people and exploring collective interactions on 

energy level. Tools for psychosomatic analysis in 4D are also 

provided (the patient's condition is announced). This kit will 

become a perfect tool for professional selection in large 

companies and governmental offices. 

 

 Price: 4025 Euro 


